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Abstract 
A novel solution to the mixed multi-objective assignment problem 

using fuzzy relations and linear programming concepts is demonstrated. 
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Introduction

          A solution to the mixed multi-objective assignment problem assigns resources (e.g., 
manpower) to tasks (or projects) while satisfying various mixed (i.e., fuzzy AND crisp) 
constraints and optimizing (i.e., maximizing AND minimizing) multiple objectives (e.g., 
minimizing time and pollution AND maximizing quality and public relations).  In [1] the authors 
found solutions to the multi-objective assignment problem assigning resources (e.g., manpower) 
to projects (or tasks) while satisfying crisp constraints and optimizing (i.e., maximizing OR 
minimizing) multiple objectives (e.g., minimizing time and cost).  Here we extend their results. 
 

Problem Statement  
          Suppose we wish to assign n workers to n tasks (each worker is matched with a single task 
and each task is matched with a single worker).  We wish to optimize multiple objectives (i.e., 
minimize time and pollution AND maximize quality and public relations).  Pollution and quality 
are measured in a fuzzy way (that is subjectively on a scale from 0 to 1 inclusive) while public 
relations and time are measured crisply (e.g., in the number of new customers or number of days 
to complete a task).   
 
                  Let S be a fuzzy n by m matrix with si,j = the fuzzy measure of skill j for worker i,  let 
X be a fuzzy m by n matrix with xi,j = the fuzzy measure of pollution made by skill i on task j, 
and let Y be a fuzzy m by n matrix with yi,j = the fuzzy measure of quality produced by skill i on 
task j.       
           
          We can find Po (and Qu) fuzzy n by n matrices with poi,j = the fuzzy measure of pollution 
of worker i on task j (and qui,j = the fuzzy measure of quality of worker i on task j) as follows: 
 
                                          Po =  S • X  with  po  =  max  (min k  si,k , x,kj )     and                                                                                   ij
                                                                                            
                                          Qu =  S • Y with  quij =  max  (min  k  si,k , y,kj) 
                                                                                                                             
          Let Ti (and Pr) be n by n crisp matrices with tii,j = the time in days worker i takes on task j 
(and pri,j = the public relations measured in the number of new customers created by worker i 
doing task j). 

Problem Formulation
          The mixed multi-objective assignment problem is therefore: 
 
Minimize  ΣΣ Tiij  Asij  + ΣΣ Poij  Asij       and       Maximize  ΣΣ Prij  Asij  +  ΣΣ Quij  Asij   
 
Subject to the constraints:      Σ j  Asij  = 1 for all i          and       Σ i  Asij  = 1 for all j 
                                               
                                                Asij  =   1 if worker i is assigned to task j  and  
                                                           0 otherwise 
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Problem Re-formulation

 
          Find the upper and lower bound for each objective separately (using linear programming 
see [2]) resulting in the values UTi, LTi, UPo, LPo, UPr, LPr, UQu, and LQu.  Let Lk  and  Uk   be 
the lower and upper for k = 1   Ti,  2  Po,  3  Pr, and  4  Qu  and also 
let   Z1  = ΣΣ Tiij  Asij ,    Z2  =  ΣΣ Poij  Asij ,   Z3  =  ΣΣ Prij  Asij  ,  and   Z4  =   ΣΣ Quij  Asij .  
 
Now define the fuzzy membership compromise  
                                     1                             if   Zk   ≤   Lk  
 
μk  =                              1 –   Zk  –   Lk         if   Lk   ≤    Zk   ≤   Uk
                                             Uk   –   Lk   
                                
                                     0                             if  Uk   ≤   Zk
 
for minimizing  and define the fuzzy membership compromise  
                                     0                             if   Zk   ≤   Lk  
 
μk  =                              Zk  –   Lk                 if   Lk   ≤    Zk   ≤   Uk
                                     Uk   –   Lk   
                                
                                     1                              if  Uk   ≤   Zk
 
for maximizing. 
 
Finally, we solve the following linear programming problem to find the optimal compromise: 
 
Maximize    λ 
 
Subject to the constraints:      Σ j Asij  = 1 for all i          and       Σ i  Asij  = 1 for all j 
                                               
                                               Asij  =   1 if worker i  is assigned to task j  and  
                                                          0 otherwise 
 
                                               0   ≤   λ 
 
                                               Zk  +    λ ( Uk   –   Lk )  ≤   Uk    for   k = 1, 2 
 
                                               Zk  +    λ ( Uk   –   Lk )   ≥  Lk     for   k = 3, 4 
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